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President’s Comments—March 2022
By Keith O’Leary
Happy March! I really enjoyed our speaker
last month, Vinny Colucci. I missed a lot of
you but thanks to all who joined us via
Zoom. He had a great slideshow of wildlife
photos and practical advice on various
camera settings and equipment. We will
be meeting in person for our March club
meeting on March 21st in the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall in Burlington at
7:00. Looking forward to seeing you again
in person.

provide an opportunity for those of you
who may prefer to renew your membership in person to do so since we extended
the renewal deadline to the end of March.
It looks like warmer weather is coming
soon. Join me in fighting cabin fever by
getting out and taking some new photos
for our Photoshow this month and the Q1
personal field trip. Stay safe and Happy
Shooting!

FYI: It looks like masks and social distancing
are still required at this time. This will also
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March 21 st PhotoShow — “Bridges”
Tony Beasley, PhotoShow Chair
We encourage ALL members to submit photographs for our bi-monthly Photo Show and would like to see
EVERYONE represented!
We try not to exceed 50 photos per show. Therefore, we ask that you submit a maximum of two (2) photos. We may only use one of your photos based on the number of entries so PLEASE indicate your preferred photo in the file name of each photo (01 or 02; See naming information below). If you have any
issues with formatting or submitting, please let us know at apcphotoshow@gmail.com and we will be
happy to assist. Also let us know if your submitted photo is not acknowledged within a few days and/or
by the deadline.

Judging will be done by members at the PhotoShow

Submission Details
Number of Entries:
Max of two (2) entries per member. Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 01.
Size:
No larger than 25 MB.
Preferred minimum size is 1024 x 768.
Format:
.jpg
File Naming:
Please rename your photo submissions using the following format:
Firstname.lastname_01 or _02 (per use preference)
Example: john.doe_01.jpg john.doe_02.jpg
Email:
Email Address:

Send all images to apcphotoshow@gmail.com

Email Subject Line:

Include the month of the PhotoShow and your name.
Example: Photos for March Photoshow – John Doe

Entry Deadline:
5:30 PM on Monday, March 14, 2022.
Please Note:
Submissions that do not adhere to the guidelines above may be returned.
Don’t forget: Photos may be submitted early for the following show!
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Webmaster Notes

The APC Website Gallery opens for new photos!
Members can begin sending photos to alamancephoto@gmail.com for the gallery. Each member who
submits photographs will have a personal slideshow on the website.

If you have photos in the gallery now, you are welcome to submit new images to replace the existing
ones.
After submission, I will send a confirmation email. If you have NOT received a confirmation email within
a WEEK, please let us know at alamancephoto@gmail.com

We encourage ALL members to submit photographs for the club’s website gallery and would like to see
EVERYONE represented!

Submission Details
Number of photos: no more than 20
Size of each photo: 1 to 2 MB preferred. Max. size 10 MB
Format: .jpg
File naming:
Please rename your photo submissions in the following format:
Firstname.lastname_01 or_20 (per order you want them to be shown in your slideshow)
For example: john.doe_01.jpg john.doe_20.jpg
Your ‘01’ photo will be used as the thumbnail on the Gallery Page.
Email:
Email Address: Send all photos to alamancephoto@gmail.com
Email Subject Line: Please include gallery photos and your name
For example: Gallery photos - John Doe

Entry Deadline: April 30th, 2022
Please Note:
Any submissions that do not adhere to the guidelines above may be returned.
Looking forward to the 2022 gallery,

Christie O'Leary
Webmaster
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Membership Corner
Len Barnard 336-270-3194

APC LUNCH BUNCH
Are you aware that starting in January 2022, we had our 1st APC Lunch Bunch
meeting at the South Bound Restaurant here in Burlington in the Correct Time
Plaza. It is purely social, no planned programs. Just a friendly conversation as
you eat. Currently we have their private dining room reserved for the 1st Thursday of each month at 12:00 noon. At our March Luncheon we will discuss the
need to change this date to be more suitable time for everyone. However, I must
tell you there are very few open options at South Bound.
Just come place your order, (pay for it) and join us in their private dinning room.

Hope to see you on March 3rd at noon
Questions - Call Len at 336-270-3194
****************
New Meeting Location
I am very excited that our next APC meeting, March 21st, will be face to face and
at our new location. We get to have an “in person” or “Face to Face” meeting in
the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church at 400, S. Broad Street. It is 3-4
blocks south of May Memorial Library. Please enter at the rear entrance facing
Mebane Street, at the covered drive-thru.
Please arrive between 6:30 PM and 7:00 PM. The meeting will begin at 7:00 PM
and probably end near 8:30 pm.

See you there !!!!
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Alamance Photography Club
2022 dues
With the New Year of 2022 arriving, it also brings forth Dues renewal time.
Effective January 1st, your 2022 APC dues are due! The good news is that they
have not increased. They are still $40.00 for an individual and
$60.00 for a family. We also have a special rate for students of $15.00.
For 2022, we have a new Treasurer, Dianne Sellers. You may pay your dues at
our March 21st meeting.
For unpaid dues by April 1st, the member names will be removed from
our Membership Roster.
If you desire to mail your dues in, please email to:
Dianne Sellers, 3853 Wesley Ct., Burlington, NC 27215

Field Trips for 2022
 Winter (January-March) Personal Field Trip: Places of Worship
 Spring (April-June) Group Field Trip: TBD
 Summer (July-September) Personal Field Trip: Rivers and Streams
 Fall (October-December) Group Field Trip: TBD
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2022-Q1 Personal Field Trip: Places of Worship
Hugh Comfort, Outings/Field Trips Coordinator
Tony Beasley, PhotoShow Chairman
With Covid concerns continuing, we are planning for 2022 quarterly field trips with a mix of personal and
group field trips. Locations and times of the group field trips will be announced in the month prior to the
trip at club meetings and in the newsletter.
For the first quarter of 2022 (January 1 - March 31), our locations will be Places of Worship. These may be
traditional places of worship (churches, synagogues, mosques, etc.) as well as outdoor worship venues,
and may be taken from outside or inside. (If taking inside photos, you should be sensitive to not disturb
any activities going on and to observing any masking/covid requirements.) While the locations are fairly
general, the time frame is not: all photos must be taken during the first quarter of 2022. A link to all submitted photos will be shared with the club on the first day of the month following quarter-end. Up to 5
field trip pictures may be submitted per member to share with the club. Based on participation, we may
only share your top 3 or 4, so please number them in the order of your preference. See below for details.

Field Trip Photo Submission Details
Number of Entries:
One (1) to five (5) entries per member. Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 01, etc.
Size:
Due to the number of photos for this event, we ask, if you are able, to resize your photos to 1-2 MB if
possible, but nevertheless not to exceed 20 MB.
Format:
.jpg
File Naming:
Please rename your photo submissions using the following format:
FirstName.LastName_nn, where nn is the number (01-05) indicating preference where lower numbers
are more preferred than higher numbers.
Example: john.doe_01.jpg john.doe_02.jpg
Email:
Email Address:

Send all images to apcphotoshow@gmail.com

Email Subject Line:

Include the Field Trip “topic” and your name.
Example: Photos for Places of Worship Field Trip – John Doe

Entry Deadline:
Thursday, March 31, 2022.
A link to view all submissions will be emailed to members by Friday evening, April 1, 2022.
Please Note:
Pictures not taken in field trip time period (Jan-Mar, 2022) are subject to rejection as these should be recent photos taken specifically during these personal field trips timelines.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in
Your Landscape Photos
By Nando Harmsen

You've probably seen the photos featuring a landscape with an intense red sky. There is a
simple but effective way of achieving such a photo even when the colors are only a small
band at the horizon.
Have you ever witnessed a sunrise or sunset with a sky that was almost completely intense
red? Maybe only once or twice. Those moments when the sky is filled with colors are magical. This is what landscape photographers are hoping for.

The red colors during this morning twilight were due to Sahara sand in the atmosphere.
Even a 12mm focal length wasn't enough to capture all the red colors that were visible.
These occasions are relatively rare.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in Your Landscape Photos . . . Continued
More often, the colors are only located close to the horizon — a nice colored band that
quickly changes in a lot of blue skies. These photos can be great, but the red sky isn’t that
impressive in the photo. Even in those moments, it's possible to enlarge that colored band
at the horizon. In fact, there are a few possibilities.

Wide Angle Is Making Things Small
Many landscape photographers will use a wide angle lens to shoot a landscape. It allows
you to capture a nice foreground and a wide landscape in the back. Because a lot of elements have to be fitted inside the boundaries of the frame, everything will appear small in
the photo. The wider the angle becomes, the smaller the objects in the frame will be.

With a wide angle lens, objects appear small inside the frame, just like the colors near the
horizon. The blue sky above reduces the impressive red sunrise in the photo. A 24mm wide
angle was used for this shot.
If there is only a thin red band at the horizon, it will appear small when a wide angle is
used. The normal blue sky will occupy the majority of the frame. Unfortunately, it reduces
the impact of that red part of the sky.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in Your Landscape Photos . . . Continued
Capture More Foreground
If you have only a thin red-colored band at the horizon, you can ignore the sky completely.
Just point the camera downwards and capture more of the foreground. By placing the
horizon in such a way that the blue sky is no longer in the frame, the sunrise or sunset will
look more intense.

If there is too much blue sky, pointing the camera downwards can help. This way, only the
warm colors at the horizon appear in the frame. But you need to choose an interesting
foreground for it to work. Above, I used a 23mm focal length on a 1.5x crop camera.

You need to be careful. If the illusion of an intense red sky is created, it also needs to influence the color temperature of the landscape in the foreground. If there is only a blue sky,
the landscape can appear much cooler in temperature. This can easily be corrected by local post-processing. This way, you can create a nice overall balance in color temperature.
Choose a Longer Focal Length for the Intense Red Sky
If you want the red part of the sky to be larger, you can use a longer focal length. It is quite
simple. A wide angle makes things smaller while a longer focal length will enlarge elements
in the landscape. It will also enlarge the red part of the sky. By using a longer focal length,
the nice colors will occupy most of the frame. Just make sure there is no blue sky in the
frame anymore.
As you may have guessed, there is a downside to this method. By zooming in, you will lose
some foreground in the frame. With a longer focal length, the photo will be completely different. Perhaps it will become necessary to make a new composition. But I think it’s
just a small price to pay. You will get that amazing red sky filling the frame.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in Your Landscape Photos . . . Continued
I have a few examples from my archives to show how much of a difference a longer focal length
makes. Remember, it's not about wrong or right. It is about how you can manipulate the appearance of the photo to get an impressive red sky at sunrise or sunset, even when it's only a thin
band at the horizon.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in Your Landscape Photos . . . Continued
Zooming but Keeping the Subject the Same Size
By using a longer focal length, everything in the frame will become larger, not only the red
sky at the horizon but also the foreground. On some occasions, the subject in the foreground will grow so large it won't fit the frame anymore.

Fortunately, you can counteract the growth of the subject size by stepping backward. Making the focal length twice as large, the objects in the frame will become four times as large.
After all, the field of view will be twice as small in both vertical and horizontal directions.
You are able to correct the size of the foreground object by increasing the distance to the
foreground object with the same factor.

In this example, I used a 15mm focal
length for the wide-angle photo, and I
stood about three meters from the dead
tree.

This photo was made with a 35mm focal
length at a distance of six or seven meters to keep the dead tree about
the same size. At the same time, the
background appears about four times as
large.
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How to Get an Impressive Red Sky in Your Landscape Photos . . . Continued
Only when it’s Possible
With these two techniques, you are able to keep a dull blue sky out of the frame. This way
the focus will be on the colors at the horizon. Pointing the camera downwards is almost
always possible, just like increasing the focal length. But moving backward while zooming
is not always wise to do or even possible.

Use zooming while increasing the distance to the subject only if it's safe. Don’t do this
when there is a canyon behind you. Or a busy freeway. Or perhaps a fence. The use is very
dependent on the situation you’re in and the location itself. But if there is a possibility to
move around, a longer focal length will increase the chance of capturing a sunrise or sunset with an intense red sky that is filling most of the frame.
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A Comprehensive Guide to
Dynamic Range in Photography
By Simon Ringsmuth
Dynamic range is a fundamental concept in photography, one that every photographer
must understand. Unfortunately, it generates a lot of confusion, thanks to its technical
components and difficult sounding name.
But dynamic range isn’t nearly as complex as you might think. And in this article, I break it
all down for you. I explain:
- What dynamic range in photography actually is
- How dynamic range affects your images
- How you can use your understanding of dynamic range to instantly improve your photos
By the time you’re done reading, you’ll be well equipped to capture photos that require
major dynamic range know-how – in particular, landscape, cityscape, and night images.

Let’s get started.
What is dynamic range in photography?
Dynamic range refers to the range of tones in a scene, from the darkest, blackest shadows
to the brightest, most brilliant highlights. The more tonal range present in a scene, the
greater the dynamic range.
So a scene full of bland, gray midtones – such as an elephant against a tan wall – has a low
dynamic range, while a scene with intense highlights and shadows – such as a sunset over
a shadowy forest – has a high dynamic range.
In photography, dynamic range is quantified in terms of stops, where each stop corresponds to a doubling of light levels. The details are irrelevant; what’s important is that a
scene with 10 stops of dynamic range has greater tonal variation than a scene with 5 stops
of dynamic range, and so on.
But how does this affect your images?
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
Every camera is capable of capturing a certain dynamic range. And once the dynamic range
of the scene exceeds the dynamic range capacity of your camera, then you get blown-out
highlights and/or clipped shadows (i.e., loss of detail at the dynamic range extremes),
which is a major photography no-no and should generally be avoided.

For example, a standard camera might offer a 12-stop dynamic range, which makes it very
easy to capture an image like this one:

This goose scene has a low dynamic range;
no parts are exceptionally light or dark.

But if the sun were to come out and backlight the goose, the dynamic range would increase dramatically and your camera would struggle to record both the shadows and the
highlights, as you can see here:

This backlit scene has a huge dynamic
range. Parts of the scene are very bright and
other parts are covered in shadow.

In the scene pictured above, the background fountain was so bright and the foreground
shadows were so dark that my camera couldn’t handle the entire dynamic range. While I
managed to retain most of the highlight detail in the areas behind the goose, the shadows
were clipped, leading to black patches without detail in the foreground. (And had I deliberately increased the exposure to brighten up the foreground, the reverse would have occurred: nice detail in the foreground but a loss of detail in the background highlights.)
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
What causes high versus low dynamic range?
Dynamic range is caused by a combination of your subject and the light.
Certain subjects are bright, such as silver cars, white egrets, and snowy landscapes. Other
subjects are dark, such as black motorcycles, oak tree bark, and light-blocking curtains.

If you place a dark subject on a dark background or a light subject on a light background,
you’ll have a low dynamic range scene (i.e., very limited tonal variation).
But if you place a dark subject on a light background, like a black motorcycle in front of a
snow-covered hill, you’ll generally have a high dynamic range scene.

The light matters, too. High-contrast light, like you find at noon on a sunny day, creates lots
of highlights and shadows, resulting in a high dynamic range scene. Whereas overcast light
is very flat; the world under a blanket of clouds features far less tonal variation. (The same
is true of shade, which is why portrait photographers often prefer to position their subjects
under trees during midday photoshoots!)
Note that the subject and the light together create the dynamic range of a scene. If you
put a dark subject in front of a light background then add high-contrast lighting, the scene
will increase in dynamic range. And if you put a dark subject in front of a light background
then add flat, low-contrast lighting, the scene will reduce in dynamic range.

So dynamic range cannot be evaluated in terms of only subjects or only light; both factors
matter.
For instance, I shot the image on the left with
my subject in shadow while the background was
lit by the sun, which resulted in a relatively high
dynamic range photo.

But by adjusting the position of my subject, I
was able to shoot against a shady background
shown at the right. This evened out the light for
a low dynamic range image.
In other words, by adjusting the light, I was able to change the dynamic range, even
though the true tonal value of the subject and the background didn’t change significantly.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
Dealing with high dynamic range scenes: four simple strategies
High dynamic range scenes can cause problems for photographers; they make proper exposure very difficult, and beginners often get frustrated by the loss of detail in HDR shots.
So what do you do? How do you handle HDR subjects, such as a shadowy foreground
against a beautiful sunset?
Below, I share four methods. Note that no single option is necessarily better than the others. It all depends on the situation!
1. Bracket your images
Bracketing is the process of taking several images at different exposure values in the hope
that one image turns out well exposed. The simplest – and most common – method of
bracketing involves taking three images, each with a slightly different shutter speed.
That way, when you get home after a photoshoot, you’re able to pick the image with the
best exposure, then you discard the others.
Bracketing works well when capturing scenes with a relatively high dynamic range, as long
as the DR isn’t so high that it exceeds the capabilities of your camera. For instance, if your
camera can capture 12 stops of dynamic range and the scene you’re photographing sits at
around 10, as long as you can get the exposure just right, you’ll be able to pull details out
of both the highlights and the shadows. On the other hand, if you miss the exposure even
by a couple of stops, you’ll lose detail and the shot will be ruined.

So by bracketing in such a scenario – that is, by shooting several variations, just to be safe
– you can ensure you do get that perfect exposure and come away with a usable image.
Here, your camera’s histogram and LCD playback function are also hugely helpful as you
can check each file to ensure you’ve avoided clipping (then make any necessary adjustments to the exposure based on what you see).
Note that bracketing is a generally useful practice, one that will increase your exposure accuracy even when you’re photographing scenes of medium dynamic range, so feel free to
bracket as often as time allows!
However, while bracketing is great for medium and medium-high DR scenes, it won’t give
good results when the dynamic range is extremely high, such as when photographing intense sunsets or cityscapes at night. In such cases, even if you nail the exposure, you’ll still
end up with lost details, so you’ll need to use another method.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
2. Do HDR blending
HDR photography involves capturing several images with different exposures
(i.e., bracketing your photos, as explained in the previous section), then blending the images together for a final, perfectly exposed file.

For instance, if I’m photographing inside a
house, I might take one shot that captures the
exterior details, shown at the right.

And a second shot that captures
the interior details as seen here at the left.

And blend them together for a final image
that includes details in both areas as shown
here.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
This method of imaging is great for handling sunrise and sunset scenes as well as interiorexterior shots, but it does come with several drawbacks:


You generally need to use a tripod to keep the framing consistent.



You must spend extra time processing each image (though many exposure-blending
programs are so good that the editing time increases by only a few seconds per shot).

The post-processing workflow can seem daunting at first, but programs such as Lightroom
and Photoshop have easy, built-in algorithms for handling the HDR merge process (and if
you require utmost control over the highlights and shadows, you can learn to do manual
blending, a complex process that can nevertheless give you outstanding results).
3. Use a graduated neutral density filter
Prior to the development and popularization of HDR blending, landscape photographers used graduated neutral density filters, or GNDs, to handle high dynamic range
scenes.
Such filters simply mount in front of the lens and feature a gradient that goes from clear to
dark.

The idea is to position the darkest part of the filter over the brightest part of the scene
(generally the sky) and the clear part of the filter over the darkest part of the scene
(generally the foreground), thus reducing the overall dynamic range and allowing you to
capture the entire scene in beautiful detail.
Some photographers still use GND filters, especially those who prefer to spend less time
editing and more time shooting. But high-quality filters can be expensive, plus they offer
less flexibility than HDR blending, so their popularity has waned.
My recommendation: Unless you love the idea of using GND filters (or you’re a film photographer), go with one of these other strategies instead.
4. Skip the shot (or wait for better light)
Oftentimes, high dynamic range scenes are predictable.

Certain types of light give rise to bright highlights and deep shadows, such as harsh midday
lighting or backlit evening light.
Now, in such cases, you may want to capture the high dynamic range scene, and when that
happens, you should use one of the strategies outlined above.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued
But in other cases, if you’re struggling to capture a well-exposed shot, one option is to just
move on. Skip the shot. If you like the overall scene but aren’t attached to the current
lighting, you can always come back later when the light is less contrasty.
This is particularly important when you’re shooting landscapes in the middle of the day.
The harsh light will create powerful shadows and highlights, your camera will fail to expose
for the entire scene, and even if you use HDR blending, the result probably won’t look very
good simply because midday light and landscapes generally do not mix well.
Sure, there are some exceptions, but it’s often best to avoid midday landscape photography entirely. Instead, come back at sunrise or sunset, when the sky looks amazing and
the scene is less contrasty. You might also consider coming back on a cloudy day, especially
if you’re photographing in a forest.
Ultimately, the choice is up to you – but just remember that, in photography, patience
often pays off.
Dynamic range and modern camera technology
As I’m sure you’ve gathered from reading the previous sections, dealing with high dynamic
range scenes takes time. Each method of handling HDR situations involves extra shots or
extra steps, which isn’t always convenient (and in certain cases, isn’t feasible).
Fortunately, as camera sensors have improved, dynamic range capabilities have soared.
While photographers once needed several images to photograph an HDR scene, certain
cameras – such as the latest full-frame DSLRs and mirrorless models – are capable of capturing 13-15 stops of tonal range. In other words, they can record an entire HDR scene in a
single file.

For instance, this sunrise image appears
to lack detail in the shadows, which you
might expect from such a high dynamic
range scene.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Dynamic Range in Photography . . . Continued

But as a bit of post-processing reveals,
thanks to the impressive dynamic range
capabilities of my Nikon D750, the detail is
actually present as shown here.

When using such intensely capable cameras, it’s still a good idea to bracket if you have the
time, as you’re often working with a very small window of exposure. And you may still
wish to do exposure blending to maximize image quality. But this isn’t always necessary for
a good shot, so I encourage you to experiment with your camera and determine what it
can and can’t capture.
How to use dynamic range creatively
Low dynamic range scenes don’t offer many opportunities beyond the obvious: capture a
well-exposed subject.
But high dynamic range scenes present you with a choice:
Use a strategy to capture the entire dynamic range of the scene…

…or embrace the loss of detail for a creative shot.
For instance, you might deliberately expose for the shadows and let the highlights go white
for a bright, airy result. Or you might deliberately expose for the highlights and let the
shadows go black for a moody, somber image.

Dynamic range in photography: final words
Hopefully, you now realize that dynamic range isn’t a tricky concept – and you know how
you can use various techniques to capture beautiful images of HDR scenes.
So grab your camera. Find some HDR scenes. Practice capturing some photos. And have
fun experimenting with post-processing!
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8 Crucial Steps to Prepare Images for Printing
Get Great Results Printing Your Photography!
By Christian Hoiberg

Seeing a finished image displayed online is always a nice feeling but actually holding a
physical print gives a completely different type of satisfaction. It’s not until the image is
printed and hung on a wall that the entire process is finished. However, making a good
print is usually not as straightforward as one would think and most of us have experienced
finding that the printed image doesn’t look nearly as good as it does online.

There are many reasons why they don’t look as good printed but most come back to the
fact that we’ve failed to prepare the image for printing. We’ve simply just sent the processed file to the print lab (or our own printer). Unfortunately, it’s not that easy to get a
good result without doing a bit more beforehand.
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8 Crucial Steps to Prepare Images for Printing . . . Continued
Don’t worry, though! It doesn’t take a lot of effort to get the printed image to look just as
good as the online version. There are only a few simple steps we need to follow:
#1 Calibrate the monitor
When did you last calibrate your monitor? Have you ever done it before? If not, do you
know what it means?
Having a correctly calibrated monitor is the most important factor when you want to prepare images for printing. Without a calibrated monitor you won’t know what the image actually looks like.
Calibrating the monitor means to balance and correct its colors, typically done by using a
spectrometer and calibration software. This is something everyone should do even if they
don’t plan on printing an image. If the colors of your monitor are off, it means that all your
images look different on other devices.

Photo courtesy of Datacolor

Regularly calibrating the monitor ensures that the colors you’re seeing on the screen are
balanced properly and closely match the colors in the print.
I recommend calibrating your monitor at least once a month. However, the older your
monitor is the more often you may have to calibrate it.
There are various tools out there that you can use to calibrate the monitor. Personally, I’ve
been using Datacolor products for the past several years and have had excellent results
with them. I’m currently using the SpyderX Pro model (don’t worry, these are super easy
to use and don’t require any more than following a few basic steps).
Ask to view your photo on Printshop’s monitor before printing if you don’t have a calibrator yourself. You might be surprised how much the colors may vary quite if you haven’t calibrated your monitor.
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8 Crucial Steps to Prepare Images for Printing . . . Continued
#2 Save your print file in sRGB or Adobe RGB
I know it might sound tempting to save your print files in ProPhoto as it’s a much larger
color space but the fact is that most monitors and printers can’t show that wide range of
colors.

Printing an image that’s saved in a larger color space than the printer can handle can lead
to dull-looking images as the printer is out of gamut (meaning the colors aren’t able to be
reproduced on the printer).
Most print labs will ask for your files in sRGB but certain high-end locations might be able
to print on Adobe RGB. This is something you should check with them.
#3 Save images as 8-bit
You may have heard of the terms 8-bit and 16-bit but you probably don’t know its meaning
or how it affects your photo.
Simply put, a bit is the number of tones available to each color; an 8-bit image holds
16,000,000 colors compared to a 16-bit image that holds 28,000,000,000 colors.
So why should you save it as 8-bit if there are so many more colors in 16-bit? Wouldn’t you
want all that extra information? Well yes, I suggest editing your images as a 16-bit file but
when saving them for printing, you should opt for 8-bit.
The truth is that there is no difference in the print quality whether you save as 8-bit or 16bit. Most printers aren’t quite able to print 16-bit files and automatically switch it to 8-bit;
meaning saving images as 8-bit files makes them slightly smaller and quicker to transfer to
a printer.
#4 Choose the correct dpi
Dpi (i.e. dots per inch) is a key factor when talking about print resolution as it talks about
the amount of dots printed in an inch. The more dots you have the more detail you have.
This also means that the lower the resolution of your file is, the less detail it contains.

I recommend saving your images at 300 dpi
when printing. You can get away with a lower
dpi for smaller prints but you’ll lose detail in
larger prints.
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8 Crucial Steps to Prepare Images for Printing . . . Continued
72 dpi is the standard for monitors but it`s too little for printing. A low-resolution iPhone
image might look great on your computer but when enlarging it for a big print it’s most
likely going to lack details and look pixelated.
#5 Resize your images
Resizing the image might not be an essential step to prepare images for printing but I tend
not to send the full-size image to be printed. Also, when printing large images we need
to enlarge the file. Enlargement is slightly more complicated and is too big of a topic to
cover in this article. However, I highly recommend Mark Metternich’s video
course Mastering Fine Art Printing and Color Management which also goes into detail
about enlargement.
Resizing the image is not time-consuming, though, if you’re not enlarging the image. Simply open the image in Adobe Photoshop then go to Image -> Image Size and choose the size
you wish to print in (for example 16×24).
#6 Crop the images
When using a full-frame camera or an ASP-C sensor (cropped sensor) you have an aspect
ratio of 3:2. This is a perfect ratio for a 4×6 or 8×12 print but the aspect ratio changes
when printing other standard sizes such as 5×7 (7:5) or 8×10 (5:4).
Keep in mind when you’re cropping images for print that you may lose some of it due to
the aspect ratio. You should always crop the image to the correct aspect ratio before sending it to the printer since a lot of print labs automatically crop without taking the image
and composition into consideration. Ergo, it might not turn out the way you would like it.
You can use this diagram to better understand aspect ratios.
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#7 Sharpen the image
The final processing step of your printing workflow is to sharpen the image. This should be
done after cropping it to the desired size.
If you’re a Photoshop user and already use Raya Pro, you might already know that you
should resize and sharpen an image to make it optimal for the web. When preparing an
image for printing you also need to sharpen the image but the methods will be slightly
different.
An image that will be printed needs to be sharpened more than an image that is prepared
for online display. In fact, you need to sharpen it until it almost looks like it’s too much (be
aware, the line between over-sharpened and under-sharpened is thin).
How much you need to sharpen an image before printing varies with each image. Typically,
images with a lot of details need to be sharpened more than images consisting of mostly
sky or soft surfaces such as still water (keep in mind that we don’t want to add unnecessary noise when sharpening).
The size of a print also affects how much sharpening it needs; smaller prints tend to require slightly more sharpening than larger prints. This is because smaller images are compressed more and contain less information (which sounds quite the opposite of what you
may think).
Choice of the print medium is another factor that affects how much sharpening is needed:


Canvas is the most forgiving material as it to some extent hides imperfections. This
means that images that aren’t razor-sharp might still print well on it.



Aluminum prints, on the other hand, are more crisp and detailed, therefore over sharpening (and noise) is more obvious.
Traditional paper prints on an inkjet printer are somewhere between the other two mediums. Here it’s also important to consider the paper type (i.e. a heavy cotton paper
can be different to a luster paper).



It might be helpful to consult your photo lab for advice on how a specific medium (or paper type) will handle your image.
Sharpening technique for prints
There are various methods to sharpen images for print but I prefer to use the Unsharp
Mask in Adobe Photoshop and manually mask in the areas I wish to sharpen. This lets me
have full control and target only specific areas of the image.
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#8 Soft proofing
Soft Proofing is a simple method used to visualize what the printed image will look like.
You can do this in both Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop as well as in other photography
related software.

When Soft Proofing, you’re able to choose between different color spaces and different
printers (plus make your own presets). With the correct printer and color space selected,
you can continue making adjustments to the saturation, color balance and sharpness until
the image resembles the original version.

A similar technique that was more common amongst photographers in the past was Hard
Proofing, which means printing a test image and then making further adjustments afterward. While many still do this today, it is an expensive and time-consuming method, especially considering you’re able to get almost as good a result by using Soft Proofing.
Conclusion
There are not many things more rewarding as a photographer than seeing your work printed, framed and hung on a wall, be it your own or someone else’s. Creating the perfect
print takes some practice and by forgetting a few key elements the print might look nothing like what the digital file does.
Luckily, following the steps above will help you prepare for printing and get a finished
product that you’re proud to hang on the wall.
If you choose to outsource your printing (which is quite likely unless you’ve purchased a
professional printer), it’s important to mention that every print lab operates differently. It
might take a few attempts before you find the lab that best satisfies your needs.
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